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Portfolio Margin Engine
Portfolio Margin Engine determines margin requirements based on historical volatility by valuing a specific portfolio over a range of 
underlying price and volatility moves. This PME model takes into consideration positions in futures and options combined, which 
may help reduce the margin requirement of the portfolio. Initial Margin for PME clients will always be 120% of the Portfolio 
Maintenance Margin. 

Margin Calculations

Portfolio maintenance margin is determined by calculating the maximum loss that can occur in a portfolio with the following parameters: 

Maximum Price Move +/-15% For BTC and ETH

Maximum Implied Volatility Volatility Range% * (30/# days till expiry)Vega Power

If time to expiry is less than 30 days, then Vega Power = Short Term Vega Power, else Vega Power = Long Term 
Vega Power

Volatility Range Up = 45%, Volatility Range Down = 30%

Contingency Component (Option Sum) Contingency component of 0.01 BTC per option for all et short options per 
strike is added to PM calculation.

If you have a position in strike X of call +10 and put -20, your net position in strike X is -10. Therefore, 10*0.01 
BTC extra margin requirement is added to your portfolio margin.

Contingency Component (Futures) Contingency component of 0.6% of the underlying value is added for the 
cumulative absolute futures position.

If you are long 100 BTC in Future A and short 100 BTC in Future B, 0.6% * 200 BTC is added to your portfolio 
margin.

Contingency Multiplier (Option Sum) Contingency multiplier is reduced, if the net long strikes can be coupled 
with further OTM net short strikes. 

If you have a +10 call position with a 10,000 USD strike price, and -25 call position with a 12,000 USD strike 
price - your contingency factor (0.01) will only be applied to the total net position of -15, rather than -25. 

Parameter settings can be changed by Deribit Risk Management Team without prior notice. 



Portfolio Margin Engine
‼ These settings are determined by Deribit 
Risk Management per account basis. 

‼ When Portfolio Margin  is activated, the 
account holder will see “PM” in the header 
bar and an additional tab in the menu.

‼ PME calculates margin required per (sub)account. In order to benefit from margin offset, futures and options 
contracts should be traded on the same (sub)account. When two different strategies are traded via two 
sub-accounts, each subaccount is margined separately.

‼ PM is activated by Deribit per subaccount or main account. It is not automatically inherited from the main to a 
sub-account.

IMPORTANT 

IMPORTANT 

IMPORTANT ‼ The PME is calculated per account, therefore, it considers all instruments, but not all collaterals. ETH and BTC 
are separate accounts and their margin requirements are always isolated. ETH equity will not be considered when 
calculating BTC portfolio margin and vice versa. This applies for standard margin and portfolio margin. 

Click PM in header for the Portfolio 
Margin settings

If these settings are too restrictive for your trading needs, please contact us by writing an email at support@deribit.com



Worst case scenario + contingency 
margin

Additional margin based on 
contingency parameters

Sum of all individual positions

Sum of all individual futures positions

Sum of all individual options positions

Your position in each futures contract

Your position in each options contract can 
be seen by expanding the expiry

% Price move in the underlying asset

Portfolio Margin View

Scenario used for PM calculationVol Down

Worst case scenario shown in red



Portfolio Margin Engine - Options

For Options, the risk matrix will also show price impact 
under 3 volatility scenarios - down, the same, and up. In 

scenario 1 (first column from left) - volatility decreases, in 
scenario 2 (middle column) - volatility remains the same, 
scenario 3 - volatility increases. The value at the top will 

show the sum of all the values for the same % move. 

VOL moves are relative, therefore volatility of 60 with 45% vol up  = 87% 

% change in the underlying (column) 

Vol Range Down

Scenario 1

Vol Range Up

Scenario 3

Position Size

IMPORTANT 

Vol Range Down

Scenario 2

Tick box to show the 3 volatility simulations (vol down, vol same, vol up)  per underlying simulation



Contingency Explained
ATM Range Adjustment Factor

Positions in the ATM Range (currently at 10%) are adjusted, so that the contingency factor is better estimated considering the current market situation. 

IF 

Underlying Price * (1-ATM Range) < Strike < Underlying Price * (1+ATM Range)

 

THEN 

Adjusted Strike Position = Strike Position * abs (Underlying Price - Strike) / (Underlying Price * ATM Range) 

Otherwise - Adjusted Strike Position = Strike Position 

Contingency Factor will always be calculated based on the net position per strike, therefore you should start by adding your call position to your put position: 

Strike Position = Call Position + Put Position (Per Strike) 

‼ Underlying price is not the Index, rather the Forward/Synthetic/Future for that expiry.IMPORTANT 

‼ After adjusting the strike positions, they can be paired with further OTM net short strikes. To see how 
positions are rolled over, look at the example in the next page.

IMPORTANT 

IMPORTANT ‼ For contingency calculation, 1 calculation involves rolling up from ATM and the other calculation involves 
rolling down from ATM



Contingency Explained
Underlying Price: 10,000

Call Position Strike Put Position Strike Position Adj. Strike Position Net Position Notes

9750

10000

40 10500 160 200 100 100 Is in 10% ATM range, therefore 
adjusted strike position is used.

11000

11500

-90 12000 40 -50 -50 50
10500 strike was rolled over, resulting 
in a net long of 50 contracts at 12000 

strike.

13000

14000 -60 -60 -60 -10
12000 strike was rolled over, resulting 
in a net short of 10 contracts at 14000 

strike.

-200 15000 -200 -200 -200 No longs to roll over.

100 16000 100 100 100

-10 18000 -10 -10 90
16000 strike was rolled over leading to 

a net long of 10 contracts at 18000 
strike.

‼ ATM Range: 10%

Contingency factor positions: -10-200 = -210 

After determining the positions required to have an additional contingency factor, they are summed and multiplied by the contingency factor = 210 * 0.01 = 2.1 BTC

 2.1 BTC is the additional contingency component added to the Portfolio Margin 

This example only shows rolling up from ATM. Rolling down from ATM should also be calculated



Settlement Explained
Delta
During the settlement, on the book level, the Delta will linearly decay to 0.

Example: A call with Delta 0.5 will be Delta 0.25 after 15 min into the settlement period. 

Outside of settlement: 

Net Transaction Delta Position = Position Deltas - Option Position Mark Prices (same as always) 

During settlement, for the expiring expiry: 

The Net Transaction Delta Position = Position Deltas - Decayed Option Mark Prices 

Please be aware that you will be getting a different Delta through API, for example, an in the money call option would have a Delta close to 0 near 8:00 UTC. 

Example 

You are long one contract of the 7000 C in the current expiry. This call has a delta of 1.0 and a Mark Price of 0.3. 

After 15 min into the settlement period, the Call Delta will be 0.5.

The new Net Delta for the call: New Delta - Decayed Mark Price, or 0.5 - 0.3 * (1 - 15/30) = 0.35. 

Delta Total = Net Delta * Positions

OR

Delta Total = Position’s Delta - Position’s Value of the 
Decayed Option Expiring - Rest of the Options Positions 

Values



Settlement Explained

Risk Matrix

To calculate the total maintenance margin for the PME, the most negative value in your risk matrix is added to your contingency. Currently, during the 
settlement period, this margin is linearly moved to your Projected Maintenance Margin. This will no longer be the case. 

For the expiry in process, the underlying value used in the risk matrix, will converge to the EDP (Estimated Delivery Price). 

So that the -10% scenario 15 min into expiry will actually use the underlying value if the index were to move -5%, and thus the resulting value of what 
the EDP would be. 

‼ Spreadsheet to understand the effects of the new Delta and Risk Matrix HERE IMPORTANT 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19tLXbipLysBD9jWu8H8KaCNdVvo7sqZybpo4Zy10Uy0/edit#gid=763854153


Disclaimer
Confidential and Proprietary Information of DRB Panama Inc

The information provided in this presentation pertaining to DRB Panama Inc. (hereafter “Deribit”), its business assets, operations and strategy is for general informational purposes only and does not constitute or form part 
of, and should not be construed as, or relied upon in respect of, any offer for sale or subscription of, or solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, shares or any other interests in Deribit. Any recipient of this 
presentation who eventually participates in any investment in Deribit should satisfy themselves as to the facts and may rely on such undertakings as are given in the acquisition documents if any, and only as and to the 
extent specifically set out therein. The information presented may be amended, superseded or replaced by subsequent presentations without prior notice. 

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by Deribit as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation. In particular, no representation or 
warranty is made that any projection, forecast, calculation, forward-looking statement, assumption or estimate contained in this presentation should or will be achieved. There is a substantial likelihood that at least some, 
if not all, of the forward-looking statements included in this presentation will prove to be inaccurate, possibly to a significant degree. Forward-looking statements and financial projections are based on the opinions and 
estimates of management at the date the statements are made, and are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those anticipated in 
the forward-looking statements and financial projections. Although we believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements and financial projections are reasonable, there can be no assurance that 
such expectations will prove to be correct. Deribit cannot guarantee future results, level of activity, performance or achievements and there is no representation that the actual results achieved will be the same, in whole or 
in part, as those set out in the forward-looking statements and financial projections. By their nature, forward-looking statements and financial projections involve numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties, both general and specific, that contribute to the possibility that the predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking information will not occur, which may cause Deribit’s actual performance and 
financial results in future periods to differ materially from any estimates or projections of future performance or results expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements and financial projections. The 
forward-looking statements and financial projections contained in this presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement. Except as required by law, Deribit undertakes no obligation to update or revise 
publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, after the date on which the statements are made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. Readers 
are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements or financial projections. 

The information contained in this presentation is only intended to provide an overview of Deribit and does not constitute investment, legal, tax or accounting advice, nor does it disclose all the risks and other significant 
aspects in connection with Deribit. Recipients of this presentation should conduct their own due diligence and other enquiries in relation to such information and in relation to Deribit generally and consult with their own 
professional advisors as to the accuracy and application of the information contained in this presentation and in relation to Deribit generally and for advice relating to any legal, tax or accounting issues relating to a 
potential investment in Deribit. The information contained in this presentation is given without any liability whatsoever to Deribit, any of its affiliates, advisors or related entities or their respective members, directors, officers 
or employees (collectively “Deribit”) for any loss whatsoever arising from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise. To the fullest extent permissible by law, Deribit accepts no liability for any loss (including 
consequential losses) arising from the use of this document or reliance on the information contained herein. 

This presentation is being made on a confidential basis and is intended for discussion purposes only and is solely for your information and may not be reproduced or further distributed to any other person or published, in 
whole or in part, for any purpose. By viewing this presentation you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations and restrictions and, in particular, will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that you 
have read and agree to comply with the contents of this notice. 


